INCLUSIVE RESTROOM DESIGN - LIGHT OPTION

“LIGHT” OPTION

- MINIMAL CHANGE TO EXISTING PLAN
- SIGNAGE IS REVISED TO REFLECT UNIVERSAL RESTROOMS
“MEDIUM” OPTION

- MODERATE CHANGE TO EXISTING PLAN
- EACH RESTROOM CONTAINS INDIVIDUAL TOILET STALLS
- SIGNAGE IS REVISED TO REFLECT UNIVERSAL RESTROOMS
“HEAVY” OPTION

- MOST SIGNIFICANT CHANGE TO EXISTING PLAN
- TWO SEPARATE BATHROOMS BECOME ONE ROOM WITH INDIVIDUAL STALLS AND COMMUNAL SINKS
- SIGNAGE IS REVISED TO REFLECT UNIVERSAL RESTROOM
BATHROOM PARTITION TYPES

MAXIMUM PRIVACY

• FULL FLOOR TO CEILING PARTITIONS
• MOST EXPENSIVE
• MOST PRIVATE, BUT SECURITY CONCERNS

SEMI-PRIVATE

• DIVIDERS BETWEEN STALLS THAT EITHER GO TO THE FLOOR OR STOP SHORT OF THE FLOOR
• STALL DOORS STOP SHORT OF THE FLOOR
• MODERATELY EXPENSIVE
• BALANCES PRIVACY & SECURITY CONCERNS
STANDARD PRIVACY

- STANDARD PARTITIONS
- LEAST EXPENSIVE
- LEAST PRIVATE, LEAST AMOUNT OF SECURITY CONCERNS
FLOOR PLAN - GROUND LEVEL
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